Costa Rican Mission: 6 – Blessed Are the Meek
Meditating on the morning of November 16 at El Silencio, I linked with former President Oscar
Arias of Costa Rica (1986-1990; 2006-2010) and other Central America leaders. What came
back from them was a sense of consternation: Much had
improved in the region but so much more needed to be done.
There is a Central American Parliament, but it has only minor
power, with Costa Rica not even being a member. All Central
American nations are members of the Organization of American
States (OAS) along with Canada, the USA, Mexico, Caribbean
nations and South American states; but it often lacks the
authority to resolve and heal regional conflicts. For example, in
the recent border dispute between Nicaragua and Costa Rica,
Nicaragua refused to comply with OAS recommendations.
After calling upon Hilarion, Chohan of the Fifth Ray of Unity and Integration, an image of a sun
cross appeared in my inner vision. The circle or ball represents the sun or Son-of-God
consciousness. Within the sphere is an equilateral cross that portrays
crucifixion or crossing out of error by applying the four steps of peace,
love, cooperation and coordination. Christ Jesus had demonstrated all
that the sun cross portrays. In turn, MariLyn and I were to use this
ancient, universal image as a focusing/broadcasting device. I
envisioned the circle/ball of light around me, with the vertical pole at
my spine and the horizontal pole crossing it at about the level of my
shoulders; such that the center point of the cross was in the area of my
spine behind my throat (will and power) and heart (love) chakras. I breathed in the will of God,
spoke the word, and radiated peace and love to all leaders and citizens of Central America.
At breakfast, MariLyn shared her morning‟s dream in which
El Morya-Mark was teaching a class of 6 young adults. He
asked them if they thought they knew which one of them was
“getting it” and was ready to advance spiritually. One young
man, who was “full of himself,” pointed to one of the young
women who had a vivacious and outgoing personality;
certain that she was the one. El Morya corrected him and
said, “No, look at her,” pointing out a different young woman.
“Can‟t you see that she is in a pole of light?” This woman was
quiet and meek, but fully and deeply engaged spiritually.
Upon awakening, MariLyn saw herself as the second young
woman. Throughout her life, she often has been misjudged
and mistreated because of her quiet, shy, introverted
personality. Spirit, however, knows her heart and has her in a
beam of light, just as I had been shown the previous day; which I now shared with her as
verification of her dream. To be powerful, all light workers need to be meek and humble.
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In a second dream, MariLyn had an uplifting conversation with a 12-14 year old boy. When she
left to go to her car, however, several young “toughs” were about to fight one another and
possibly harm her. Proceeding cautiously, she got past them and reached her vehicle. This
dream conveyed that some of the youth “get it” and need our love and support. Other youth and
immature adults on earth and in the astral planes still misuse, abuse and squander their power.
Therefore, wisdom, caution and protection are necessary at each step of our way.
We spent the morning walking around the property,
particularly enjoying the organic garden and two fish
ponds. After lunch, we rested, soaked in our hot tub,
and took a long nap. As we slept, Phillel received a
communication from Sananda-Jesus, which he
emailed to us and we read before supper. Prior to
this we had not emailed our day‟s dreams, visions
and experiences to him. Still, to our astonishment
and delight, Sananda‟s message further explained,
complemented and verified our guidance.
Sananda shared, “From the etheric and celestial planes, coordinated also with higher astral
Native forces associated with this hemisphere, we press down from these upper planetary
stratospheres in order to circumscribe further the forces of negligent
and nefarious attitudes and expressions. We are adding our pressure
from all sides, as it were, in order to purify these mortal strains and to
lift Earthman into the light of his Christ beingness. . . .
“„Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the Earth.‟ For only those
who, in meekness, fully and irrevocably submit themselves to the will
of God, will inherit the kingdom I am bringing with me through the
steady externalization of the I Am Nation on Earth. . . . The power and
the strength of the Christ shall be yours to demonstrate in this
meekness, as you set aside your mortal willfulness and selfish
concern and become the selfless agents of Almighty Father-Mother
Creator to transform the third dimensional vibrations into fourth dimensional purity . . . .
“We begin now to open up the constricted pathways of man‟s resistance. To put it bluntly, we
are performing an etheric tracheotomy – symbolically through the throat or power aspect of our
representatives of light on temporary sojourn in Costa Rica, grounded also through Tennessee
headquarters of our implanted I Am Nation – in order to breathe in the divine will to transform
this hemisphere. . . . Love conquers all, and so shall it be on Earth as we revive you with the
living breath of life. . . . Breathe in the breath of life I now respire for you, that you may be filled
with the divine will to be love in action as my agents of light.”
Dr. Hannibal/St Germain then added: “Guard your force fields to incorporate with systemic
balance the rhythmic pulsations of our hieronic input. . . . El Morya and Nada alert you also to
their protective and loving embrace. All is in sync. . . . Rest in the joy of this acknowledgement.”
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